Reactive Versus Proactive
Home Security
If during the middle of the night you are
awakened by either a strange noise outside of
your residence or an unexpected knock at
your front door, would you rather be:
1.

Reactive by looking
through a peephole in
your front door (or
worst opening the door)
to see if you can see
anything suspicious or
threatening?

Our 24x7 Security Shield© system will
enable you to:
 Improve protection against home invasions by see-






— or —
2.

Proactive by going to any computer,
tablet, or smartphone in your home, and
instantly viewing:
 live pictures of the complete exterior
of residence home, and/or;
 recorded videos of everything suspicious that was recorded by your surveillance cameras during the past few
minutes (or past few hours)?

24x7 Security Shield cameras
can help provide a complete security shield around your home:
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Surveillance camera
views include:
1. Front entry.
2. Garage area.
3. Patio and swimming pool areas.
4. Side of area of
residence.







ing who is at any door before opening it, or see who
entered (or attempted to enter) residence while you
were away.
Verify that children arrived safely from school, do
not invite friends over while you are away, or do not
venture into restricted areas such as the swimming
pool.
Create schedule for daily or weekly recording for
each surveillance camera.
View all surveillance cameras across the Internet to:
 Check on home while on vacation or out of town
on business.
 Monitor vacation homes or vacant property.
 Check on elderly or disabled relatives living
alone.
Use existing Internet broadband network.
Utilize your existing computers, tablets, and
smartphones to monitor and control your cameras.
Receive instant motion-detected alarms via Email
from any 24x7 Security Shield camera on:
 Any PCs attached to the Internet.
 iPads, tablets, iPhones, and other smartphones.
Add additional surveillance cameras or to easily
move existing cameras to other locations.

A 24x7 Security Shield system is one of the best crime
deterrent/prevention mechanism available.
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“A Proactive, 24x7
Security Shield to
Help Protect Your
Family and Your
Home.”
Call: 623-979-5934 or visit us on
the web at:
http://www.jhbarnes.com

Benefits of the 24x7 Security Shield©
surveillance camera systems:
 Supports up to sixteen interior and/or exterior







microprocessor-based surveillance cameras.
Supports all major Wi-Fi security standards.
Includes motion detection that can monitor a
complete surveillance area or multiple “hot spot”
within a given surveillance area.
Supports a variety of advanced surveillance
camera features including pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ),
night-vision, and 2-way audio.
Sends surveillance videos and Email alerts to
Internet-connected PCs, iPads, and iPhones.
Support option security equipment such as allweather enclosures for exterior mounting and
motion-detection lighting.
Can be integrated into your existing home
automation or home alarm system.

Do-It-Yourself (DYI) Installation
We offer two DYI installation options:


“Proactive Surveillance Security Shield for Your Family and Your Home!”
A 24x7 Security Shield© residential
surveillance camera system is one of the
most effective crime prevention tools
available to homeowners. This surveillance
camera system is based on wireless
microprocessor-based technology, and is
inexpensive, easy to install, and highly
reliable. Although these new surveillance
cameras are based on technology that is
radically different and less expensive than the
Close-Circuit Television (CCTV) video

cameras currently used in most top-of-the-line
commercial surveillance systems, they provide
comparable (and sometime superior) surveillance
features such as high-resolution images, integrated
motion detection, comprehensive capture/archiving
capabilities, PTZ, night-vision capability, and Email
alarm notifications that can be sent to selected
mobile phones and PDAs. These “intelligent”
surveillance cameras include support the latest Wi-Fi
security standards, and can easily be integrated into
your existing broadband network.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A FREE, NO-OBLIGATION QUOTE, PLEASE CALL:
(623) 979-5934 OR (602) 478-4778
YOU CAN ALSO VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT: http://www.jhbarnes.com

You can purchase your own camera system and
we will install it using all required installation
hardware, such as all-weather camera enclosures, heavy duty mount brackets, and additional electrical cable.
 Alternatively, we can purchase a camera system
that meets your business requirement and preinstall it and configure it in our surveillance
camera testing environment. After camera system is fully tested, we will send it to you along
with a installation CD with easy-to-follow, step
-by-step installation instructions.
We in either case, we will provide free technical
support via telephone or Email for one full year.

